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Abstract

The results of a free and open source MODELICA li-
brary for convective heat transfer and pressure loss
calculations of energy devices called FLUID DISSIPA-
TION will be presented based on the goals shown at the
MODELICA Conference 2008 [1]. The FLUID DISSI-
PATION library is developed within the European re-
search project EuroSysLib.

The library delivers a broad range of verified
and validated correlations describing convective heat
transfer and pressure loss of fluids in energy devices.
These correlations are numerically optimised to pro-
vide efficient and stable transient simulations. The
library also provides convective heat transfer models
and flow models of most heat transfer and pressure loss
correlations using the also free and open source MOD-
ELICA_FLUID library [2] as thermo-hydraulic frame-
work for system simulation.

Scope, implementation concept, numerical chal-
lenges, verification and validation of the FLUID DIS-
SIPATION library will be exemplarily described (e.g.
for convective heat transfer and pressure loss of two-
phase flow).

Industrial applications for thermo-hydraulic system
simulation (e.g. air distribution circuit for supplemen-
tal cooling, aircraft engine fuel feeding system) are
presented using FLUID DISSIPATION correlations im-
plemented within MODELICA_FLUID models. A de-
tailed documentation is available in the library itself.

Keywords: convective heat transfer; pressure loss;
dissipation;MODELICA_FLUID

1 Introduction

Energy conversion in any thermo-hydraulic process is
declined due to unwanted heat transfer (as a result of

temperature difference) and pressure losses (as a re-
sult of local losses due to geometry and/or frictional
losses) of a working fluid [3]. Both physical phenom-
ena increase entropy and decrease exergy of an energy
system. Therefore an amount of energy of a working
fluid to be transformed into mechanical work is dissi-
pated.

These fluid dissipation effects (e.g. pressure loss of
pipe network) have to be compensated by higher en-
ergy supply of other system components (e.g. delivery
height of pumps). A reduction of fluid dissipation ef-
fects is a way to optimise the efficiency of a thermo-
hydraulic process with a corresponding minimisation
of operation costs.

Thus modelling fluid dissipation effects are neces-
sary for thermo-hydraulic processes to evaluate exist-
ing energy systems and to find out optimising poten-
tials.

The following sections deliver insight into the open
source MODELICA library FLUID DISSIPATION:

• Library content with verified and validated cor-
relations describing the dissipation effects due to
convective heat transfer and pressure losses of
fluids used in energy devices

• Implementation of the library describing its
functional approach, numerical optimisations and
the creation of convective heat transfer and flow
models (out of MODELICA_FLUID as thermo-
hydraulic framework and the dissipation correla-
tions)

• Verification and validation of the library

– Convective heat transfer is exemplarily vali-
dated for an even gap as well as for conden-
sation and boiling of two-phase flow
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– Pressure loss is exemplarily validated for a
curved bend as well as for two-phase flow

• System simulationof an environmental control
system, a supplemental cooling system and an
aircraft engine feeding system as industrial appli-
cation

2 Library content

The FLUID DISSIPATION library consists of five major
packages shown in Fig.1.

Figure 1: Package content of the FLUID DISSIPATION

library.

The USERS GUIDE section provides a GET-
TINGSTARTED for the usage of the FluidDissipation
library and reports important changes w.r.t. previous
versions.

TheEXAMPLES package is divided into three pack-
ages. In the VERIFICATIONS package all heat transfer
and pressure loss correlations are verified or validated
with literature. In the APPLICATION package these
correlations are implemented into MODELICA_FLUID

as thermo-hydraulic framework. Examples of convec-
tive heat transfer models and flow models are pro-
vided. In the TESTCASES package these MODEL-
ICA_FLUID models are used for system simulation of
test applications (e.g. aircraft engine feeding system).

The HEAT TRANSFER section consists of 6 major
energy device packages shown in Fig.2. Each en-
ergy device package contains its corresponding corre-
lations for the convective heat transfer coefficient. Ev-
ery package can provide several correlations for this
device (best seen in the library itself). For example a
channel can be calculated with a constant wall temper-
ature or constant heat flow rate as boundary condition.

The PRESSUREL OSS section consists of 9 major
energy device packages shown in Fig.3. Each energy
device package contains its corresponding correlations
for the pressure loss coefficient. Every package can
provide several correlations for this device (best seen

Figure 2: Package content of convective heat transfer
devices in the FLUID DISSIPATION library.

in the library itself). For example a bend can be calcu-
lated with a curved or an edged turning.

Figure 3: Package content of pressure loss devices in
the FLUID DISSIPATION library.

3 Implementation of library

3.1 Functional approach

The intention of the FLUID DISSIPATION library is to
create a base library for convective heat transfer and
pressure loss calculations as dissipation effects of fluid
flow. To ensure its interoperability with other thermo-
hydraulic libraries (e.g. MODELICA_FLUID ) the fol-
lowing main aspects have been realised during mod-
elling:

• Independence of thermo-hydraulic framework
(applicable with other libraries)

• Literally use of function calls

• Input and/or output arguments of function calls
are delivered by records (e.g. fluid properties, ge-
ometry parameters)
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Besides its interoperability this functional approach
considers the ease of use at a maximum of numerical
efficiency during system simulation. For example each
function call only needs its target variables (e.g. mass
flow rate, heat transfer coefficient or pressure loss) and
one record with all other variables as input arguments.
The intention for the future is to separate the dynamic
variables of the input record from the constant ones
(e.g. fluid properties from geometry parameters) due
to numerical reasons (see 3.2). In addition functions
using output records to monitor extra information like
a failure status shall not be used for the integration into
fluid models. These functions are best used for func-
tions calls only.

The principles of how to implement convective heat
transfer or pressure loss functions from FLUID DISSI-
PATION into other thermo-hydraulic libraries can be
done according to the following steps (here for pres-
sure loss as example).

1. Use/Create model with missing pressure loss cal-
culation (e.g. fluid interfaces for flow model)

2. Choose pressure loss function of interest

3. Choose corresponding pressure loss records

4. Build function-record construction

5. Assign record variables

This simplified implementation principle is shown in
Fig.4.

Figure 4: Principle implementation method to inte-
grate FLUID DISSIPATION functions into a thermo-
hydraulic framework.

Integration examples of dissipation functions into
MODELICA_FLUID as thermo-hydraulic framework
are explained in detail in Sec.3.3. A description can
also be found in [1] or in the GETTINGSTARTED sec-
tion of the USERS GUIDEin the FLUID DISSIPATION

library itself.

3.2 Numerical optimisation

All convective heat transfer and pressure loss functions
of the library are numerically optimised to provide ef-
ficient transient simulations. Measurement data for
dissipation correlations are adapted intocontinuous

functions. A smoothing function (see [3]) is used to
ensure continuity anddifferentiability . For example
the pressure loss of an overall fluid flow in a straight
pipe is calculated via the correlations of the laminar
and the turbulent regime with the smoothing function
in between representing the transition regime.

An additional aspect to improve computational effi-
ciency during system simulation can be toavoid nu-
merical Jacobians. Numerical Jacobians are created
in the translation process of a MODELICA simulation
tool out of an underlying equation system of a simula-
tion model, if the tool is not able to create analytical
Jacobians.

For instance the pressure loss in a flow model can be
modelled as a compressible case1 or an incompressible
case2 to avoid additionalnonlinear equations. An
analytical or numerical Jacobians is then needed, if a
compressible flow model has got a known mass flow
rate at its interfaces instead of a pressure loss. Espe-
cially in large system simulations, theavoidance of
nonlinear equations improves the performance of a
simulation system because then there is no need for a
nonlinear solver.

For pressure loss the FLUID DISSIPATION library
delivers both a compressible as well as an incompress-
ible calculation for inverse calculations w.r.t. mathe-
matical feasibility of its invertability. In an application
flow model no additional nonlinear equations are
created due to these functions if used correctly. Even
if the pressure loss functions are used in a numerically
unintended way by the user (e.g. the mass flow rate for
a flow model is unknown in an incompressible case),
all functions are able to provideanalytical Jacobians
to avoid the creation of numerical Jacobians.

3.3 Integration of library into thermo-
hydraulic framework using M ODEL -
ICA _FLUID library

Convective heat transfer models and flow models have
been created using FLUID DISSIPATION functions and
the MODELICA_FLUID library as one example for the
implementation into a thermo-hydraulic framework.
These models calculate the convective heat transfer
coefficient on the one hand and the mass flow rate or
pressure loss on the other hand only. These base mod-
els have to be enhanced if additional features like bal-
ance equations or discretisation are needed.

The actual content of MODELICA_FLUID base

1To calculate the mass flow rate out of a given pressure loss
2To calculate a pressure loss out of a given mass flow rate
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models provided by FLUID DISSIPATION is shown in
Fig.5. All dissipation correlations for convective heat

Figure 5: Application models using FLUID DIS-
SIPATION correlations and MODELICA_FLUID as
thermo-hydraulic framework. Convective heat trans-
fer models are shown in the left, whereas flow mod-
els are shown in the right.

transfer and pressure loss are grouped into its corre-
sponding geometry device. For example if using a
BENDFLOWMODEL the user can easily change a pres-
sure loss calculation from an edged to a curved geom-
etry. All dissipation correlations for each geometry de-
vice can be easily exchanged by choosing an intended
application model via a drop-down menu in a param-
eter window3. After selection a corresponding record
can be edited (e.g. for setting geometry parameters).

3.3.1 Heat transfer

An implementation of convective heat transfer func-
tions into usable MODELICA_FLUID models is shown
in Fig.6. Generally heat transfer correlations are mod-
elled through replaceable heat transfer models. For ex-
ample a PLATEHEATTRANSFERMODEL can be cho-
sen to the laminar, turbulent or overall fluid flow
regime. All replaceable heat transfer calculations of
one energy device are stored separately its BASE-
CLASSESsection.

Referring to Fig.6 the calculation of the thermody-
namic state (needed for the fluid properties) has to be
calculated outside of the provided heat transfer mod-
els. Here the thermodynamic state can be assigned
through an inner model provided at the same hier-
archy as the used instance of a heat transfer model.
The convective heat transfer coefficientkc is calcu-
lated via a function call using its corresponding record
with needed input variables like geometry parameters.
The resulting heat flow ratėQf low is calculated out of
kc, heat transfer areaAkc and temperature difference
between thermal port and thermodynamic state.

3Here using Dymola from Dynasim as IDE

model P l a t e H e a t T r a n s f e r M o d e l
" A p p l i c a t i o n model f o r a p l a t e i n Mode l i ca_F lu id "

Model ica . Thermal . H e a t T r a n s f e r . I n t e r f a c e s . Hea tPo r t _a
t h e r m a l P o r t

" Thermal p o r t i n t e r f a c e ";

r e p l a c e a b l e package H e a t T r a n s f e r =
F l u i d D i s s i p a t i o n . Examples . A p p l i c a t i o n s . H e a t T r a n s f e r.

BaseC l asses . P l a t e . O v e r a l l
cons t ra inedby
F l u i d D i s s i p a t i o n . Examples . A p p l i c a t i o n s . H e a t T r a n s f e r.

BaseC l asses . P l a t e . BasePlateHT
" C h a r a c t e r i s t i c o f c o n v e c t i v e h e a t t r a n s f e r ";

outer F l u i d D i s s i p a t i o n . Examples . Tes tCases . H e a t T r a n s f e r .
S t a t e F o r H e a t T r a n s f e r s t a t e F o r H e a t T r a n s f e r" Thermodynamic

s t a t e from ( m iss ing ) volume ";

F l u i d D i s s i p a t i o n . Examples . A p p l i c a t i o n s . H e a t T r a n s f e r.
BaseC l asses . P l a t e . BasePlateHT . H e a t T r a n s f e r P l a t e IN"
I n p u t r e c o r d ";

equat ion
kc = H e a t T r a n s f e r . c o e f f i c i e n t O f H e a t T r a n s f e r ( IN ) ;
t h e r m a l P o r t . Q_flow = kc∗A_kc∗dT " Heat t r a n s f e r r a t e ";

end P l a t e H e a t T r a n s f e r M o d e l ;

Figure 6: Relevant source code for a convective
heat transfer model using FLUID DISSIPATION cor-
relations.

3.3.2 Pressure loss

An implementation of pressure loss functions using
MODELICA_FLUID is shown in Fig.7. Pressure loss
correlations are modelled through replaceable pressure
loss models. The modelling referring to Fig.7 allows

p a r t i a l model Par t i a lF l owMode l
" P a r t i a l f low model f o r bend f u n c t i o n s i n Mode l i ca_F lu id "

r e p l a c e a b l e model P r e s s u r e L o s s = FD . CurvedBend .
CurvedBendFlowModel

cons t ra inedby FD . BaseBendPL . BaseFlowModel ;
end Par t i a lF l owMode l ;

model CurvedBendFlowModel
" Curved bend : A p p l i c a t i o n f low model f o r bend f u n c t i o n "

ex tends FD . Bend . BaseBendPL . BaseFlowModel ;
FD . Bend . CurvedBend . P r e s s u r e L o s s I n p u t IN" I n p u t r e c o r d "
equat ion

m_flow = FD . Bend . CurvedBend . massFlowRate_dp ( dp , IN ) ;
end CurvedBendFlowModel ;

model BendFlowModel
" A p p l i c a t i o n f low model f o r bend f u n c t i o n s i n Mode l i ca_F luid "

ex tends FD . BaseBendPL . Pa r t i a lF l owMode l
( r e d e c l a r e model P r e s s u r e L o s s = Pressu reLossUsed )
" C h a r a c t e r i s t i c o f bend p r e s s u r e l o s s ";

r e p l a c e a b l e model Pressu reLossUsed = FD . BaseBendPL .
BaseFlowModel

" 1 s t : choose p r e s s u r e l o s s c a l c u l a t i o n | 2nd : e d i t r e c o r d ";
P r e s s u r e L o s s f lowModel" I n s t a n c e f o r chosen bend p r e s s u r e l o s s "

;
end BendFlowModel ;

Figure 7: Relevant source code for a flow model
using FLUID DISSIPATIONcorrelations implemented
in MODELICA_FLUID as thermo-hydraulic frame-
work.

to replace a flow model instance of each energy device
by its alternatives stored in the BASECLASSES.

The calculation of pressure loss in a flow model can
be implemented in dependence of targets. Then a com-
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pressible case or an incompressible case can be chosen
to adjust an optimal numerical behaviour of a simula-
tion model. Thus an inverse calculation without gener-
ating analytical Jacobians can be created automatically
if supported by the MODELICA simulation tool.

4 Verification and validation of li-
brary

All functions in the library are verified against its
based literature or validated against other literature if
available. These verifications or validations are docu-
mented in the online documentation of the library. The
validation of convective heat transfer and pressure loss
are exemplarily described for one phase and two phase
flow afterwards.

For heat transfer all functions in the library delivers
a local or mean convective heat transfer coefficient.

kc =
Nu·λ
Length

(1)

kc as convective heat transfer coefficient [W/m2·K],
λ as heat conductivity of fluid [W/m·K],
Length as characteristic length [m],
Nu as Nusselt number [−].

The Nusselt numberNu results from the actual flow
regime, fluid properties and geometry parameters.

The compressible or incompressible pressure loss
calculation uses a (total) pressure loss coefficient ac-
cording to Eq.2.

ζtot =
2·∆ptot

ρre f ·v2
re f

(2)

ζtot as pressure loss coefficient [W/m·K],
∆ptot as total pressure loss [Pa],
ρre f as reference density [kg/m3],
vre f as reference velocity [m/s].

The pressure loss coefficientζtot is defined as the
ratio of the total pressure loss between the inlet and
outlet of a device to the dynamic pressure in a refer-
ence section. The total pressure loss for overcoming
the forces of hydraulic resistance is dissipated. Thus
the state of flow undergoes a change. At adiabatic
conditions the mechanical work of a fluid flow is con-
verted into heat due to resistance forces4. However the
temperature of the fluid does not change at a constant
velocity then. The reason is that the work of expan-
sion due to pressure loss is entirely converted into the

4Total energy as sum of thermal and mechanical energy re-
mains constant.

work of overcoming the resistance forces. The heat
generated by this mechanical work is compensated by
cooling induced through this expansion.

The total pressure loss is arbitrary subdivided into
local and frictional pressure losses even though they
are physically inseparable.

∆ptot = ∆ploc + ∆pf ri (3)

∆ptot as total pressure loss [Pa],
∆ploc as local pressure loss [Pa],
∆pf ri as frictional pressure loss [Pa].

The total pressure loss can only be assumed to be
the difference in static pressures, if there is no change
in the cross sectional area of an energy devices, no
mixing or splitting occurs and geodetic pressure loss
can be neglected. Otherwise total pressures shall be
used for modelling because the pressure loss coeffi-
cient can also have negative values. For example a
negative pressure loss coefficient can occur at the mix-
ing of two fluid flows in a junction having different ve-
locities. In this case the dynamic pressure difference
of the fluid flow with the lower velocity is increased
between the section before and after mixing.

4.1 Heat transfer in an even gap

The validation of convective heat transfer for an even
gap is shown in Fig.8. The convective heat transfer co-

Figure 8: Validation for convective heat transfer of one
phase laminar fluid flow in an even gap. The Nusselt
number is shown in dependence of a dimensionless
length at different boundary conditions. Simulation re-
sults are validated againstBejan[4].

efficient has been calculated for developed and unde-
veloped fluid flow with one or two sides of the gap be-
ing isothermal. The validation is shown for the mean
Nusselt number in an even gap with isothermal walls
at a developed fluid flow. There is a good correlation
w.r.t. literature for this boundary condition.
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4.2 Pressure loss in a curved bend

The validation of pressure loss calculations is exem-
plarily shown for a curved bend in Fig.9.

Figure 9: Validation of one phase overall fluid flow in
a curved bend. The pressure loss coefficient is shown
in dependence of the Reynolds number with relative
curvature radii and angle of curvature of turning as pa-
rameter. Simulation results are validated againstVDI
[5].

The validation in Fig.9 comparing the pressure loss
correlations out ofIdelchik [6] with data fromVDI
[5] shows the right physical behaviour of fluid flow
through a curved bend. The results give a good pre-
diction of pressure loss in the laminar and fully de-
veloped turbulent regime. Deviations in the transition
regime are in an adequate range of uncertainty.

4.3 Two phase flow in a horizontal straight
pipe

The validation of two phase heat transfer and pressure
loss calculations is exemplarily shown for a horizontal
straight pipe. The various flow regimes during boil-
ing and condensation during two phase flow are shown
in Fig.10. For example at stratified flow a fluid is di-
vided into a separated vapour and liquid phase due to
gravity. The actual two phase flow regime during boil-
ing and condensation can be determined with known
vapour fraction and mass flux out of a flow pattern map
(e.g. fromSteiner in VDI [5]). For describing two
phase flow usually a heterogeneous or homogeneous
approach is used. These simplified approaches differ
in the calculation of the cross sectional void fraction.
The complete range of two phase flow regimes shown
in Fig.10 can be modelled with these approaches.

In thehomogeneousapproach gas and liquid phase
have the same velocity. The homogeneous void frac-

• Bubble flow

• Stratified flow

• Wavy flow

• Slug flow

• Annular flow

Figure 10: Flow regimes for two phase flow in horizon-
tal straight pipes.

tion is calculated with Eq.4.

εhom =
1

1+
(

1−ẋ
ẋ

)
·

ρg

ρl

(4)

εhom= Ag/Ag+Al as void fraction [−],
ρ as density of a phase [kg/m3],
ẋ = ṁg/ṁg+ṁl as vapour fraction [−],
A as cross sectional area of a phase [m2],
ṁg/l as mass flow rate of a phase [kg/s].

The fluid properties of the two phases are averaged
using the homogeneous approach. This approach is
best applicable for the bubble flow regime with gas
bubbles uniformly dispersed in the liquid phase.

The heterogeneousapproach describes the two
phases separately. In this case each phase can flow
with a constant but different mean velocity. The sepa-
rated phases are described with the so called slip ratio
s as ratio of gaseous and liquid phase velocity. The
heterogeneous void fraction is calculated from Eq.5.

εhet =
1

1+
(

1−ẋ
ẋ

)
·

ρg

ρl
·s

(5)

εhet as void fraction [−],
ρ as density of a phase [kg/m3],
s= vg/vl as slip ratio [−],
vg/l as velocity of a phase [m/s].

4.3.1 Heat transfer at condensation

The correlation ofShah[7] in Eq.6 is used to calculate
the convective heat transfer during condensation in a
horizontal straight pipe. InShah[7] the heat trans-
fer is assumed to take place only in the liquid phase.
Therefore this correlation is best used for the annular
flow regime, where the pipe wall is completely cov-
ered with liquid. The influence of the gaseous phase is
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described by a two phase multiplier.

α2ph = αl ·

(

1+
3.8
p0.38

r
·

(
ẋ

1− ẋ

)0.76
)

(6)

α2ph as two phase heat transfer coefficient [W/m2·K],
αl as liquid heat transfer coefficient [W/m2·K],
p as actual pressure [Pa],
pc as critical pressure [Pa],
pr = p/pc as reduced pressure [−],
ẋ as vapour fraction [−].

Figure 11: Validation of the local heat transfer coeffi-
cient during condensation in a horizontal straight pipe.
The correlation ofShah[7] is validation against mea-
surement results fromDobson/Chato[8] with the re-
frigerant R134a as medium.

In Fig.11 theShah[7] correlation used for conden-
sation in two phase flow has been validated against
measurement results according toDobson/Chato[8].
The refrigerant R134a has been used at a saturation
temperature of 35◦C and a mass flux between 75 to
650 kg/m2·s. Generally these experimental data are un-
derestimated by the correlation ofShah[7]. There are
significant deviations for a small mass flux as well as
for a very high mass flux and high vapour fraction. De-
viations at a mass flux smaller than 130kg/m2·s can be
explained by having a different flow regime from the
intended annular flow regime underlying the correla-
tion of Shah[7]. For a moderate mass flux the vali-
dation shows a good prediction of the two phase heat
transfer coefficient at annular flow regime.

4.3.2 Heat transfer at boiling

The correlation ofGungor/Winterton[9] is used to cal-
culate the convective heat transfer during flow boiling
in a horizontal straight pipe. This correlation expresses
the physical effects of forced convection and nucleate
boiling via a local two phase heat transfer coefficient
(see Eq.7). The correlation can be used for subcooled
and saturated flow boiling in horizontal and vertical

straight pipes.

α2ph = E∗
·αconv + S∗ ·αnucl (7)

αconv =
0.023· [Rel · (1− ẋ)]0.8

·Pr0.4
l ·λl

dhyd
(8)

αnucl =
55· p0.12

r ·q0.67

M0.5 · (− log10(pr))
0.55 (9)

α2ph as two phase heat transfer coefficient [W/m2·K],
αconv as factor due to forced convection [W/m2·K],
αnucl as factor due to nucleate boiling [W/m2·K],
λl as liquid heat conductivity [W/m·K],
dhyd as diameter [m],
E∗ as convection enhancement factor [−],
S∗ as boiling suppression factor [−],
M as molar mass of medium [kg/mol],
pr as reduced pressure [−],
Prl as liquid Prandtl number [−],
Rel as liquid Reynolds number [−],
q as heat flux [W/m2],
ẋ as vapour fraction [−].

In Fig.12 theGungor/Winterton[9] correlation used
for flow boiling in two phase flow is validated against
measurement results according toKattan/Thome[10].
The refrigerant R134a has been used at a saturation
temperature of 4.4◦C and a mass flux between 100
to 299kg/m2·s. The deviations in validation can be ex-
plained by considering the broad range of application
for the Gungor/Winterton[9] correlation. Neverthe-
less there is an appropriate prediction of the heat trans-
fer during flow boiling (e.g. for wavy to annular flow).

Figure 12: Validation of the local heat transfer co-
efficient at flow boiling in a horizontal straight pipe.
The correlation ofGungor/Winterton[9] is validated
againstKattan/Thome[10] with R134a as medium.

4.4 Pressure loss

The pressure loss in two phase flow for a horizontal
straight pipe is calculated out of a momentum pressure
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loss and a frictional pressure loss.

∆p2ph = ∆pmom
︸ ︷︷ ︸

momentum

+ ∆pf ri
︸ ︷︷ ︸

friction

(10)

The momentum pressure lossdue to a change of
momentum of the gaseous and liquid phase is calcu-
lated according to Eq.11.

∆pmom=

[

ṁ2
A ·

(
(1− ẋ)2

ρl · (1− ε)
+

ẋ2

ρg · ε

)]ẋoutlet

ẋinlet

(11)

∆pmom as momentum pressure loss [Pa],
ε as void fraction [−],
ρ as density of a phase [kg/m3],
ṁA as total mass flux [kg/m2·s],
ẋ as vapour fraction [−].
The momentum pressure loss is calculated by the

difference of using Eq.11 with a vapour fraction at the
outlet and the inlet of the horizontal straight pipe. The
void fraction can be described either by the homoge-
neous or heterogeneous approach (see Sec.4.3).

The frictional two phase pressure lossof a hor-
izontal straight pipe is determined by the correlation
of Friedel [11]. This correlation uses the heteroge-
neous approach for all two phase flow regimes. The
two phase pressure loss∆pf ri results from the fric-
tional pressure loss of the liquid phase∆pf ri ,l and a
two phase multiplierR. For the calculation of the liq-
uid frictional pressure loss all the mixture is assumed
to flow as liquid.

∆pf ri = ∆pf ri ,l ·R (12)

The two phase multiplier according toFriedel [11]
is calculated in Eq.13.

R = (1− ẋ)2 + ẋ2
·

ζg

ζl
·

ρl

ρg
+ 3.43· ẋ0.69 (13)

· (1− ẋ)0.24
·

(
ρl

ρg

)0.8

·

(
ηg

ηl

)0.22

·

(

1−
ηg

ηl

)0.89

·Fr−0.047
l ·We−0.033

l

ηg/l as dynamic viscosity of a phase [kg/m·s],
ρg/l as density of a phase [kg/m3],
ζg/l as Darcy friction factor of a phase [−],
Fr l as liquid Froude number [−],
R as two phase multiplier [−],
Reg/l as Reynolds number of a phase [−],
Wel as liquid Weber number [−],
ẋ as vapour fraction [−].

The Darcy friction factorζg/l for each phase is cal-
culated in dependence of the corresponding Reynolds
number in Eq.14.

ζg/l =







64
Reg/l
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Reg/l ≤ 1055
(

0.87· ln

(

Reg/l

1.96· ln
(
Reg/l −3.82

)

))−2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Reg/l > 1055

(14)
In Fig.13 theFriedel [11] correlation used for two

phase pressure loss is validated against measurement
results according toSINTEF[12]. As mediumCO2 at
a saturation temperature of 10◦C and a mass flux be-
tween 200 to 400kg/m2·s has been used. Both momen-
tum and frictional pressure loss at mean fluid proper-
ties are considered.

In a technical report ofSINTEF[12] several differ-
ent pressure loss correlations are validated against ex-
perimental pressure loss data for evaporation ofCO2.
The correlation ofFriedel [11] delivers the most accu-
rate results with a mean deviation of 22%. The valida-
tion of the implemented two phase pressure loss shows
good agreement according toSINTEF[12]. Neverthe-
less the pressure loss is underestimated at a low vapour
fraction.

Figure 13: Validation of local pressure loss during
flow boiling in a horizontal straight pipe. The correla-
tion of Friedel [11] is validated against measurement
results fromSINTEF[12] with CO2 as medium.

5 Industrial applications

This section gives examples for the usage of heat trans-
fer and pressure loss correlations from FLUID DISSI-
PATION in industrial system simulation. The dissipa-
tion correlations of the library are implemented into
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different thermo-hydraulic frameworks like MODEL-
ICA_FLUID .

5.1 Environmental control system

The evaluation of the dissipation correlations from
FLUID DISSIPATION is also carried out by Dassault
Aviation as partner in the EuroSysLib project. In
Fig.14 measurement data from a physical test bench
representing an evaluation version of an aircraft have
been compared to a corresponding simulation model
using FLUID DISSIPATION. There is a good agreement
for first evaluation results of subsystems from the en-
vironmental control system in Fig.14.

Figure 14: Evaluation of an environmental control sys-
tem using FLUID DISSIPATIONcarried out by Dassault
Aviation.

5.2 Supplemental cooling system

A simulation model of an indirect cooling cycle for
an air distribution circuit used for electrical equipment
cooling is shown in Fig.15. Here dissipation corre-
lations are integrated into a thermo-hydraulic library
called HYDRONICS. Liquid water is used as cooling
medium. The aim of this system is to cool different air
flows in two heat exchanger. The optimal distribution
of cold water is achieved by two control valves.

5.3 Aircraft engine feeding system

A simulation model of an aircraft engine feeding sys-
tem is shown in Fig.16. Here FLUID DISSIPATION

Figure 15: Simulation model of indirect cooling cy-
cle for an air distribution circuit used for electrical
equipment cooling. FLUID DISSIPATION correlations
are implemented in HYDRONICS as library.

is implemented into MODELICA_FLUID as thermo-
hydraulic framework. An incompressible medium is
used for the engine fuel (Jet A-1). The aim of this
system is to control distribution of fuel for aircraft en-
gines out of pressurised tanks. The simulation model
analyses the system behaviour after the opening of the
intercommunication valve in the emergency case. In
the nominal case an intercommunication valve and the
dump valve is closed. In this case the left hand pump
feeds the left engine as the right hand pump does for
the right engine. Both intercommunication valve and
dump valve are opened if fuel has to be dumped from
the aircraft in an emergency case.

6 Summary

The FLUID DISSIPATION library offers a broad range
of verified and validated convective heat transfer and
pressure loss correlations for energy system. The
library has been numerically optimised for efficient
transient simulations. All correlations are documen-
tation in detail describing its scope of usage.

MODELICA_FLUID models are provided as exam-
ples for the application into a thermo-hydraulic frame-
work.

Scope, implementation concept, numerical chal-
lenges, verification and validation of the FLUID DISSI-
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Figure 16: Simulation model of an aircraft en-
gine feeding system using flow models with FLUID -
DISSIPATION correlations and MODELICA_FLUID as
thermo-hydraulic framework.

PATION library has been described as well as industrial
applications of thermo-hydraulic energy systems.

FLUID DISSIPATION is free for commercial and
non-commercial applications and it can be used under
the terms of the Modelica Licence 2.
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